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Salt Spring Islanders make their way to a public information session about a pipeline twinning proposal that would result in increased tanker traffic past their
home island. Proponent Kinder Morgan may return to the Island, as its representatives were unable to respond to most of the questions posed by attendees. 
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Kinder Morgan hosted their last stop in a series
of ‘public information’ sessions at the Lions Hall
on Salt Spring Island on Saturday, January 12.
At the Lions Hall, a dozen-or-so

professional presenters set up information
panels describing various aspects of the
proposed Trans Mountain pipeline expansion
between Alberta’s tar sands and the Kinder
Morgan tanker port in Burnaby.
Meanwhile, a happy group of about 50 Salt

Springers were busy at the park, making
placards and rehearsing with the Raging
Grannies. This colourful collective then walked
the short distance up the hill to the Lions Hall.  
Kinder Morgan’s displays had information

about the scope and timing of the pipeline
proposal, but offered little more; many of the

locals in the room had hard questions about
the ecological implications of the expansion
proposal.
Increasing the flow of diluted bitumen

(dilbit) from 300,000 barrels per day to
890,000 barrels per day would mean an
increase in tanker traffic from the current five
tankers per month to about 34 tankers per
month.
The presenters, wearing green fleece

pullovers, were not prepared to discuss the
risks inherent in a tanker-load of very toxic oil
passing daily within 15 kilometres of Salt
Spring Island, nor were they prepared to
discuss the liability of Kinder Morgan in the
event of a spill.

Salt Spring challenges pipeline PR
Chris Dixon

Citing ‘additional customer support’, Kinder
Morgan recently announced that it intends to
increase the capacity of its proposed new ‘twin’
oil pipeline from Edmonton to Burnaby. 
The current capacity of the existing Trans

Mountain pipeline is approximately 300,000
barrels per day (bpd). While the pipeline
capacity in the original expansion proposal was
750,000bpd, this updated proposal brings the
capacity of the two pipelines, existing and
proposed, to 890,000bpd.
The diameter of the new twin pipeline was

previously proposed to be 30 inches. It will now
be 36 inches–a 44% increase in capacity. The
cost estimate for the project has also
increased–from $4.1 billion to $5.4 billion. 
Kinder Morgan expects to file the formal

application to build the pipeline in late 2013.
Increased capacity of the pipeline is expected

to result in an even greater increase in the
number of tankers exporting crude bitumen
from the Westridge Terminal in Burnaby. 
In addition to crude bitumen for export, the

pipeline currently transports oil to Vancouver-
area refineries, particularly the Chevron
refinery in North Burnaby. However, increased
shipments of crude bitumen, instead of
conventional oil, have recently threatened local
refinery supply. 
The terminal is currently loading some 60

Aframax-sized tankers with bitumen
annually—slightly over one per week.

Contract Commitments
The previous proposal was based on long-term
contracts totaling 508,000bpd, and ‘spot
market’ contracts of 222,000bpd. 
The latest proposal is based on long-term

contract figure of 708,000bpd, with the ‘spot
market’ capacity reduced to 182,000bpd.
Kinder Morgan has not indicated which

corporations have made commitments for the
15- and 20-year contracts. It is possible that the
increase in the demand may reflect customers’
doubts about the eventual construction of the
competing Northern Gateway proposal
(525,000bpd) loading tankers at Kitimat, or
about the construction of the Keystone XL
proposal (830,000bpd), which would transport
Alberta crude bitumen to refineries in Texas.

Tanker Traffic Increase Issues
Kinder Morgan says that with the enlarged
pipeline, an increase from one loading berth to
three, and increased storage and pumping
capacity, they expect to load over 400 Aframax
tankers per year, or at least one daily. The City
of Vancouver and the Tsleil-Waututh First
Nation have both registered their objection to
increased oil shipping. 
Existing Port of Vancouver rules call for

both First and Second Narrows to be cleared
for the passage of tankers, both empty and
loaded. In addition, loaded tankers must

Kinder Morgan will now ask to
triple pipeline capacity ~ Patrick Brown

PIPELINE CAPACITY, please turn to page 5

Gabriola Radio Society has announced the
appointment of Frank Moher as its first
Director of Spoken Word. 
Moher will be responsible for developing

training materials for the station and
producing a series of pilot programs. Moher is
a Gabriola resident who teaches in the
Department of Creative Writing and
Journalism at Vancouver Island University,
and recently completed a 10-year stint as
artistic producer of Nanaimo’s Western Edge
Theatre, 
‘Spoken word can be anything from

documentaries to poetry slams to interview
programs to radio dramas,’ Moher says. ‘We’ll

be looking for programming ideas from the
community, but whatever we end up
producing, I hope it will serve as a showcase for
Gabriola and the many talented people here.’
In November 2011 the CRTC awarded the

Gabriola Radio Society a licence to operate
CKGI, Gabriola Co-op Radio, at 98.7FM.
Initially the station will be carried over the
Internet, with some of its programming also
airing on Nanaimo’s community radio station,
CHLY. The spoken word programs, to be
produced later this year, will serve as training
vehicles for the station’s volunteers, as well as
‘proof of concept,’ says Ken Zakreski, president

Gabriola Radio appoints 1st spoken word director 

RADIO SOCIETY, please turn to page 6

KM INFO SESSION, please turn to page 2



The sun was out. Waves off the right side of N’Gor Island,
Dakar, were great, and I was thoroughly enjoying being
less than average at surfing when…‘Hey! Hey you!’ 

I looked away.
‘HEY! Hey look at me! I’m just floating

here… juuuust floatin’. You going to paddle
away from me? I will still be here–me and
’bout a million of my friends—and you
don’t want to know what’s coming out of
the drainage ditch off the mainland into
the left break!’
This was killing my surf buzz. I sighed

and yanked the green Plastic Bag out of the
water, shoved him into my wetsuit, and
swam out for the next wave.
‘Hahaha! Biiiiig eco-warrior you are!

You know exactly what will happen to me
when you take me on shore!’
Oh, how I hate thee, Plastic Bag.
‘You might ‘reuse’ me and hold some

other bits of your trash but you know
where I’ll end up in a few days… I’ll be
taken to the burn pile on the beach!’
Not a little depressed, I finished my

surf. In spite of his threats, I took Plastic
Bag back to the house and filled him with
the rest of the recyclable material that the
three of us sort, out of habit.
Later that day, I was walking through the maze-like and

neatly raked paths to the rocky coast of N’Gor Island. Sea
urchins have made or found cupholder-sized divots where they
make their home. Bright red crabs scurry between them, and
fish jump through the surf. 
Between the rocks is an abundance of sea-glass that need a

few more years to be smooth. Then there are the smoldering
trash fires with bits of Plastic Bag’s buddies melted on the rocks
around them. There is a larger, more organic smelling trash pile
as well. This one seems to produce an abundance of adorable
feral kittens.
None of this trash made me happy when I saw it my first

week here, but nor had it particularly troubled me–I’m in a
different country and I’m a guest. 
My initial apathy at seeing the plastic bag floating next to my

surfboard troubled me though. I knew what was going to

happen to the bits of trash on the island, I did not like the
conclusion and felt helpless about it. 
I thought about the mostly trash-free ground at home in

Seattle. Then I realized I have no idea what happens to my trash.
All I know is that the garbage man comes
and takes it away. It’s easy not to think
about it when the problem is picked up at
your doorstep. Back home, if I followed all
my garbage to its end, would I be any
happier with the conclusion? I don’t
know. 
I stick to the local rules and ordinances

and don’t give it too much thought beyond
that. I am totally average in this. I do no
more or no less than what I’m asked. This
conclusion was a lot less fun than being
average at surfing.
It made me want to do better. At the

very least, I want to find out where my
garbage goes at home. I know that I don’t
like where my trash goes on N’Gor Island. 
At the same time, not a lot goes to

waste here in Dakar. Objects that would
be considered unusable back home are on
what looks like their 3rd or 4th lives for a
variety of unintended uses–odd and
inspiring.

All this thought of garbage and the contradictions on N’Gor
Island with an abundance of neatly swept doorways and raked
sand, combined with the very public garbage piles led me to the
following conclusion: I believe that everyone, regardless of
background, likes a clean living room. 
The problem is that we have different definitions of what

counts as trash and how big that living room is. Is it your actual
living room? Is it your neighbourhood? Your city? Does it
extend to your local river or perhaps all the way to the ocean? Is
garbage what smells? Is it what you can see? Is it what’s in the
air or water that you cannot see? 
When it comes to taking care of our environment, our

debates are not whether we should take care of it, but how we
define it and what affects it.
I’m not sure of the answer, but it’s worth a conversation–

with yourself, your friends, family, neighbours…maybe with a
Plastic Bag? 0
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JANUARY–FEBRUARY

Day        Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m. Day        Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m.

30
WE

0056
0742
1359
1922

4.6
15.4
7.9
12.5

1.4
4.7
2.4
3.8

31
TH

0132
0810
1444
2022

5.6
15.4
6.9
12.1

1.7
4.7
2.1
3.7

1
FR

0210
0840
1533
2133

6.9
15.4
6.2
11.8

2.1
4.7
1.9
3.6

2
SA

0253
0914
1626
2302

8.2
15.1
5.2
11.8

2.5
4.6
1.6
3.6

3
SU

0346
0953
1724

9.5
14.8
4.6

2.9
4.5
1.4

4
MO

0043
0456
1038
1826

12.5
10.8
14.4
3.9

3.8
3.3
4.4
1.2

5
TU

0213
0627
1134
1929

13.1
11.5
14.1
3.3

4.0
3.5
4.3
1.0

6
WE

0320
0758
1241
2028 

13.8
11.8
14.1
2.6

4.2
3.6
4.3
0.8

7
TH

0409
0909
1352
2123

14.4
11.5
14.1
2.0

4.4
3.5
4.3
0.6

8
FR

0450
1006
1500
2213

15.1
10.8
14.1
2.0

4.6
3.3
4.3
0.6

9
SA

0525
1056
1602
2258

15.4
9.8
14.1
2.3

4.7
3.0
4.3
0.7

10
SU

0558
1143
1659
2341

15.4
8.9
14.1
3.0

4.7
2.7
4.3
0.9

11
MO

0629
1229
1754

15.7
7.9
13.8

4.8
2.4
4.2

12
TU

0021
0700
1315
1849

3.9
15.7
7.2
13.5

1.2
4.8
2.2
4.1

13
WE

0100
0731
1359
1946

4.9
15.4
6.6
12.8

1.5
4.7
2.0
3.9

14
TH

0140
0802
1445
2049

6.6
15.1
5.9
12.5

2.0
4.6
1.8
3.8
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Day        Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m. Day        Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m.

30
WE

0012
0730
1335
1838

3.6
11.2
6.6
8.9

1.1
3.4
2.0
2.7

31
TH

0045
0753
1420
1950

4.3
11.2
5.6
8.2

1.3
3.4
1.7
2.5

1
FR

0121
0818
1510
2119

5.2
11.2
4.9
8.2

1.6
3.4
1.5
2.5

2
SA

0159
0845
1603
2307

6.6
11.2
3.9
8.2

2.0
3.4
1.2
2.5

3
SU

0246
0915
1659

7.5
11.2
3.3

2.3
3.4
1.0

4
MO

0107
0349
0952
1757

8.9
8.5
10.8
2.6

2.7
2.6
3.3
0.8

5
TU

0234
0521
1039
1855

9.5
9.2
10.8
2.0

2.9
2.8
3.3
0.6

6
WE

0329
0705
1138
1950 

10.2
9.5
10.8
1.6

3.1
2.9
3.3
0.5

7
TH

0411
0829
1246
2041

10.8
9.5
10.5
1.3

3.3
2.9
3.2
0.4

8
FR

0447
0930
1355
2128

10.8
8.9
10.5
1.3

3.3
2.7
3.2
0.4

9
SA

0520
1021
1501
2213

11.2
8.5
10.5
1.6

3.4
2.6
3.2
0.5

10
SU

0550
1109
1606
2255

11.2
7.5
10.2
2.3

3.4
2.3
3.1
0.7

11
MO

0618
1156
1710
2335

11.2
6.9
9.8
3.0

3.4
2.1
3.0
0.9

12
TU

0646
1244
1814

11.2
5.9
9.2

3.4
1.8
2.8

13
WE

0015
0713
1331
1920

3.9
11.2
5.2
8.9

1.2
3.4
1.6
2.7

14
TH

0055
0739
1419
2033

5.2
11.2
4.9
8.5

1.6
3.4
1.5
2.6

Travel: Jordan Hanssen story, Erinn J Hale photos
A Plastic Bag Thinks I’m Less Than Average

Hanssen and Hale are with OAR Northwest and the CWFAfrica to the Americas Expedition. which shoved off January 23 from
Dakar, Senegal to row unassisted across the Atlantic Ocean, 3569 nautical miles to Miami, USA. Using human power to propel
the boat, and solar and wind power to charge its instruments, the crew are conducting research on the ocean and themselves. 

DAKAR: BEACH CONTRAST TO NEAT HOMES & PATHS 

They were not prepared to discuss the impact of a spill on
coastal communities, or the reality that cleaning up after a dilbit
spill is essentially impossible, and that the industry standard for
recovering spilled crude oil is at best 10-15%.
They weren’t here to talk about the inevitable acceleration of

climate change that will result from the mining, transportation,
refining, and eventual burning of the dirtiest oil in the world.
So, Salt Springers had to tell them.
When it became obvious that the ‘information’ they were

willing to provide ignored or side-stepped many of the
considerations in a project of this magnitude, and focused solely
on the ‘benefits’ of the pipeline, the crowd grew restless.
Several speakers, notably Briony Penn and Michael Byers,

challenged the Kinder Morgan folks to provide some
substantive answers to the issues raised, instead of the scripted

responses they were paid to deliver.
We may see a second event on Salt Spring as a result. The

Kinder Morgan PR team offered to sponsor another meeting
where topics like risk, pollution, liability, response systems, and
the global impact of hydrocarbons could be discussed.
Maybe next time they’ll be ready for Salt Spring.

Kinder Morgan, based in Houston, Texas is an American
energy company that operates pipelines and energy storage
facilities. Richard Kinder is the chairman and CEO of Kinder
Morgan. His personal fortune is reported to exceed $9 billion.
Kinder spent 16 years in senior management positions at
Enron Corporation, serving as President and COO from 1990
to 1996. After years of systematic accounting fraud, Enron
collapsed and declared bankruptcy in 2001, causing over $60
billion in investor losses. 0

KM INFO SESSION from page 1
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It’s our first 

BC Family Day
Monday, 

February 11, 2013

Celebrate!
Enjoy time 

with your family
See what’s happening around BC, visit: 

www.bcfamilyday.ca

Victoria 
(250) 412-1110 

Burnaby 
(604) 630-1114 

Courtenay 
(250) 339-6914 

www.watertiger.net 

Your Total 
Water Solution 

Gulf Islands Water Treatment 

Bacteria, Arsenic, Turbidity, Tannins-TOC, Hardness, much more! 
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~ Rainwater Harvesting
~ Water treatment for wells,

surface supplies & seawater
~ Filtration & Disinfection
~ Slow sand filtration
~ Small systems Health

Authority approvals

How do you re-make a country? How do you transform
values and a culture without asking permission?

It may seem a strange parallel, but what Stephen Harper is
doing to Canada reminds me of what Roman Emperor
Constantine did with Christianity. He took a clandestine and
illegal religious practice and made it the official religion of the
Roman Empire. 
Constantine understood the importance of symbols. To

allow Christianity to be accepted among sun-worshipping
pagans, a few adjustments were needed. Worship moved from
Saturday to Sunday—a nice nod to the sun worshippers who
were said to be still able, from the steps of most churches, to
make their usual bow to their sun god on the way into church.
And all those pagan trappings—candles, incense, robes and so
on—moved into the heart of the Roman church. 
As a practicing Christian, I love all those elements of liturgy–

I grew up with them. But imagine the shock of early Christians
to find that the bargain that allowed open worship was to accept
wholesale the icons of other faiths.
Stephen Harper is remaking Canada, one brick at a time.

The legislative fabric of the country is being decimated through
omnibus bills and legislation designed, not as good public
policy, but as messages suited for a focus group. He is re-making
our civil service into an arm of his PMO, filled with terrorized
and demoralized men and women who hope that someday they
will be permitted to do their job once again. 
And he has rallied Canadians to any number of Roman-like

circuses to keep our minds off activities outside the arena. In
2012, we saw $28 million splashed around for the celebration
of the Bicentenary of the War of 1812. The 60th anniversary of
her Majesty’s reign cost $8 million. $5 million each was spent
on the centenaries of the Grey Cup and the Calgary Stampede.
Clearly, Stephen Harper likes whipping us up into a fervour
about anniversaries of milestones in Canadian history—but only
certain milestones. The 30th anniversary of the Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoms went uncelebrated. 

Which brings me to our
new $20 bill. It is repulsive to
the touch. A new, shiny
polymer; gone is the texture
of linen. The claim is that it
will deter counterfeits.
According to the fellows with
whom I chat at BC Ferries,
the bills are a headache. They
stick together and they tear
easily. They are rumoured to
melt near flame. 
Some media coverage has

lamented that the maple leaf
on the new bill is an invasive species. Gone is the Canadian sugar
maple, replaced with the Norway maple. Bank of Canada
spokespeople defend the new leaf as a ‘stylized blend’ of various
Canadian maples. Botanists are not impressed.
The loss of an indigenous tree is a perfect metaphor for the

rest of the bill. The changes are as invasive as a Norway maple.
We have lost the most iconic and inspiring piece of monetized
Canadian art. Haida artist Bill Reid’s masterpieces adorned the
old bills. Raven discovering mankind in a clam shell (a Creation
myth that occurred on the beach at Masset), the ‘Spirit of Haida
Gwaii’ canoe, with its spiritual and mythical creatures, the face
of the moon, the killer whale—all are superimposed on the back
of the old twenty. 
In very fine print (in English and French), is a quote from

Quebec writer, Gabrielle Roy: ‘Could we ever know each other
in the slightest without the arts?’ ‘Nous connaîtrions-nous
seulement un peu nous-mêmes, sans les arts?’
I loved that bill, not least because I had the great privilege of

knowing Bill Reid, and of visiting his warehouse on False Creek
in Vancouver while Spirit Canoe was being carved. His hands
shook too much from Parkinson’s at that point for him to do the
carving, so an apprentice helped him. The apprentice was
brilliant Haida leader, Guujaaw, now President of the Council
of the Haida Nation. 
Bill had pointed out to me the symbolism of that mythical

craft. The trickster Raven held the
tiller, with a dozen other spirit
creatures: Bear, Bear Mother,
Dogfish-woman, Eagle, Frog, Wolf,
a Haida Watchman, and others all
crammed into the canoe. 
The largest of the sculptures

was cast in bronze and sits in front
of our embassy in Washington,
DC. A jade Spirit Canoe is in the
Vancouver airport as you go
toward international departures
(or, for most of us, the bus
connection to the ferry), while a

much smaller plaster cast is in a prominent position at the
Ottawa-Gatineau Museum of Civilization (now re-named the
Museum of Canadian History). 
And what art has replaced Bill Reid’s powerful sculptures?

The monument to Canadian death in battle in the First World
War. The Vimy Ridge Monument in France commemorates the
emergence of a unified Canadian fighting force from four
different divisions. Over 7,000 Canadians were wounded in that
spring 1917 assault and over 3,500 were killed. The loss of life
and the historical significance are undisputed—but why this
monument (in a particularly ugly rendition)? 
Stephen Harper understands symbols and icons. In the

same way that John Baird had his business cards re-made
without the name of the building in which his department
resides (the Lester B Pearson Building), Stephen Harper wants
us to hard-wire our patriotism to battle, blood and glory. 
What more iconic statement can there be of the effort to

remake our values than by taking away our mythological and
spiritual symbols and replacing them with a slippery bill
featuring a war monument and a non-Canadian maple? 
Hang on to your old twenty-dollar bills. The new version of

Canada does not fit our reality–it’s the counterfeit. 0
Ed’s Note: You may want to get
rid of your pennies though, as
they cease production Feb 4. 

How to re-make a country - Elizabeth May, MP

Some experts say the leaf on the right side of the new
$20 bill is a Norway maple leaf, not a Canadian maple. 

‘You won’t recognize Canada when I’m through with
it,’ Stephen Harper in 2006. 

—Noah Richler, National Post, May 5, 2012

Take notice that Western
Tidal Holdings Ltd of
Vancouver, BC, intends to
make application to the
Ministry of Forests, Lands,
and Natural Resource
Operations (MFLNRO), West
Coast Region for
Investigative Licences for
Tidal Power situated on
Provincial Crown land
located at Active Pass and
Navy Channel.
The Land File Numbers that
have been established for this
application are Files #
1412947 and 1414062. Written
comments concerning this
application should be directed
to the Section Head,
Integrated Land Management
Bureau at 142 - 2080 Labieux
Rd, Nanaimo, BC, V9T 6J9, or
emailed to: Authorizing
Agency.Nanaimo@gov.bc.ca.
Comments will be received by
MFLNRO until March 31,
2013. MFLNRO may not be
able to consider comments
received after this date. Please
visit our website: 
http://arfd.gov.bc.ca/Applic
ationPosting/index.jsp for
more information. 
Be advised that any response
to this advertisement will be
considered part of the public
record. For information,
contact the Freedom of
Information Advisor at the
Ministry of Forests, Lands,
and Natural Resource
Operations regional office.  

LAND AND WATER ACT:
NOTICE OF INTENTION

TO APPLY FOR A
DISPOSITION OF
CROWN LAND



Speaking to the Joint Review Panel–
In Plain English

Dear Editor:
As I waited my turn in Victoria to speak to the panel members
at the Enbridge hearings into the proposed Northern Gateway
Pipeline, my mind turned to the late Dr Seuss—a hugely popular
writer of children’s books. He used comic fables with a unique
rhyming verse to describe all the craziness and immorality in
this world. 
As you likely know, his stories were not just for kids. For

example, his fictional character, Lorax, fought to protect trees
from corporate greed. And now in real life, the Enbridge
corporation wants to build a pipeline to ship bitumen from
northern Alberta to BC’s west coast. If they succeed, more than
trees will be destroyed.
If they succeed, more fossil fuels will be burned, more

greenhouse gases will be thrown into the air, and more aspects
of our climate will become unstable—resulting in more
hurricanes like Sandy, rising oceans, and unbearable
temperatures. These extreme weather events will destroy our
environment, with disastrous consequences to our economy.
But Big Oil wants a quick profit regardless of predictions

from science that building more fossil fuel projects, like this
pipeline, will result in an unsustainable Earth. And powerful
people with unchangeable attitudes, like Prime Minister
Harper, want to continue with—well, with unchangeable
attitudes. 
Only one supporter was allowed with me into the hearing.

That’s right, the public is not allowed into this ‘public’ forum.
Even Victoria NDPMember of Parliament Murray Rankin was
prohibited when he tried to enter.
And the biggest craziness is that the Enbridge hearing ought

to be an assessment of the environment, yet the most important
environmental issue in human history was technically not to be
discussed. As you might guess, I talked about climate change
anyway.
Before I spoke, I fantasized about using Dr Seuss’ rhymes

and story lines to tell the panel about all this craziness. But I lack
his zany talent. So I spoke plain English, in my usual blunt
manner. 
I told the panel members that climate change is a

showstopper for our society—science knows that it will destroy
our children’s lives. I told them that they had no moral choice—
they must say ‘No’ to this pipeline. I told them that I had been
arrested stopping a coal train last spring—not because I am
some radical eco-terrorist, but because we must phase-out the
burning of all fossil fuels if our kids are to have good lives.
At that point, the chairperson cut off my microphone,

claiming that even talking about peaceful civil disobedience was
against the rules. So she shut me up. Would she have shut up
the Lorax? I have a moral and constitutional right to protect my
kids.
Dr Seuss, I wish you were alive because I don’t have your

talent for describing this insanity. But like you, I believe we
should not obey rules, or our leaders, if they are leading us to
an environmental and social disaster.

Peter Nix (aka Cowichan Carbon Buster), Maple Bay

Balancing The Rights Of Individuals
and Of The Commons

Dear Editor: 
In recent months people have raised concerns at North Saanich
Council meetings regarding property rights and community
well-being. Finding a workable balance between individual and
community rights doesn’t come easily, yet both are important. 
Individual rights include freedom of expression, assembly,

travel, and property rights, among others. Community rights
include the rights of the commons, such as the rights of our
neighbours, the rights of the natural world including water- and
land-based creatures, and the rights of all to clean air, water,
and environment.
Recently we’ve seen considerable focus on individual rights.

Carried too far, this leads to an erosion of our traditions of
cooperation, inclusivity, compassion, and environmental care.
Examples include derelict vessels, a backlash to public use of
beach accesses, and foreshore incursion and degradation.
We can do better.

Jack Thornburgh, North Saanich

Progressive Parties Must Work Together
Dear Editor:
I enjoy your publication very much; it is nice to read something
other than a right-wing perspective. When we approach the next
federal election and political campaigns start, we will be hearing
about issues ranging from the proposed trade deal with China to
the ongoing abuse of our First Nations. There will be numerous
very important issues that warrant our attention. 
I believe that the most important issue that will not be

discussed, and that was not discussed after vote splitting allowed
the Conservatives to win Calgary Centre, is what the Green Party,
NDP and Liberals are willing to do as a coalition or as one
amalgamated party to ensure Harper is out. If we do not get
Harper out, there will be another four years of the same issues
except that the China deal will be forced through—if it hasn’t
already been—the ‘modernization of treaties’ will occur so that
pipelines can be put in, tankers will begin transporting oil down
our coast and the environment damaged etc. 
I am passionate about many left-wing issues and that is why

I feel that if the progressive parties do not work together to get
Harper out they have become part of the problem. You can be
sure that there is nothing more the Conservatives would love than
to have a split, like it was in the Calgary Centre election, but on a
national scale so they get in again and carry out their right-wing
agenda. It would be great if opposition party leaders would tell
your paper if there is a plan to form a coalition—or to amalgamate
into one party. There is little point in these parties talking about
the ills of the Conservatives if they will not do this because by
operating independently they will in essence be electing the
Conservatives. Andy Sibbald, Nanaimo 0
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Request For Political Party Cooperation
The following personalized letter was sent by Saanich-Gulf
Islands MP Elizabeth May to NDP and Liberal Members of
Parliament in early December. Subsequently, NDP Leader
Thomas Mulcair instructed NDPMPs not to respond to it and
released the text to the media.
Dear (Member of The Opposition),
I wanted to write while the analysis of the by-elections is still in
the air. There is a lot about which we will never agree.
Accusations of vote-splitting fail to meet the unassailable reality
that Canada suffers more from vote abandoning than vote-
splitting. 
The real culprit that allows a party with minority public

support to gain a majority of the seats is the First-Past-the-Post
voting system. Until we have proportional representation,
Canadian political life will be plagued with calls to vote for
someone you don’t like much for fear of electing a party you like
a lot less. The New Democrats suffered from this fear-based
campaign pitch for years, and now Greens are the main target
of the argument. There are many calling on us to merge, but I
see no sign of that as a realistic option. 
I think we have to learn to stop repeating the mistakes of the

past. I propose that the New Democratic Party, the Liberal Party
and the Green Party agree to a one-time-only cooperation pact.
What if we found some way to cooperate in the next federal
election on the explicit commitment that once the election is
over, whichever party forms government—New Democrat,
Liberal, or coalition—commit to ensure that the next election
is not held under First-Past-The-Post? What if?
The purpose of this letter is to ask for like-minded Members

of Parliament to agree to an informal consultation between now
and the next election. Our goal will be to sort through the
available options to advance answers to two questions: 
What kind of electoral cooperation could work? Nathan

Cullen’s proposal from the leadership campaign of shared
nominations? Having each party run candidates everywhere,
but agree in advance that the ground game is a joint effort for
only one? Or having only a small portion of the 338 races
identified for cooperation and run hard for the win everywhere
else? This list is not exclusive, but merely identifies some of a
wider range of options.
What kind of system would we agree to after the election?

Would we commit to some form of public inquiry or Royal
Commission? Hold a referendum? Choose one system as
preferable. Mixed Member Proportional? Or Single
Transferable Vote? Or the bulking of regional ridings as
Stephane Dion has proposed? 
Obviously, our consultations as MPs will not constitute

inter-party negotiations. I do not sense any party is ready for
that yet. However, I think a cross-party ad hoc group could do
some very useful thinking to work through the available range
of options in answer to both questions. It will take a lot of work,
and good faith, to make the idea of cooperation a viable option. 
Please let me know if you think you could make some time

available for this work. I propose we start in January when we
return from the break, but we could get some work started by
exchanging ideas on email over the break. 
Thanks so much for considering this concept. Have a

wonderful time with family over the holidays.
Elizabeth May, Ottawa



wearing a gun for authorized purposes having
undergone training to protect the public. To
my surprise, I was furious! 
I felt intimidated. I would have said

something, except I was afraid of him—a
person carrying into a public space a weapon
made to kill. Two years ago, just five miles from
where I stood, Congresswoman Gabriel
Giffords was terribly wounded, and six adults
and children were killed, as Giffords gave a
speech in another shopping mall. 
What did this armed young man purchase

at Safeway? Twelve red roses!
In contrast, here, at home we discuss

whether you can smoke within three metres of
the store door. Long ago, we decided you
couldn’t smoke within a business. At the
Canadian border, they ask if you are carrying
weapons. In the US, they put signs on hospital
entry doors: ‘No Weapons’. At home, hospitals
have signs that say ‘Abusive and foul language
is disrespectful and will not be tolerated.’ 
In addition to the fun and adventure of the
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Five ‘whistleblower’ youth, carrying ‘environmental crime scene’ tape managed to enter
the small Joint Panel Review’s room at its Vancouver hearing, despite security. 

They were protesting  the exclusion of climate change from presentations to the panel.
All five were arrested and handcuffed. It is not known if they were seen on TV by the
public at a separate venue.

My name is Marc Lee, and I have
served as an economist for the
Canadian Centre for Policy

Alternatives for more than 14 years. Most
recently I have been Senior Economist and the
Co-Director of the Climate Justice Project, a
multi-year SSHRC-funded research project
with the University of British Columbia, in
collaboration with a large team of academics
and community groups.
A year ago, Natural Resource Minister Joe

Oliver’s open letter stated that the Northern
Gateway Pipeline (NGP) was in the national
interest and would substantially boost our GDP
and employment. I decided to evaluate those
claims, and published my findings in a report
for the CCPA, called Enbridge Pipe Dreams and
Nightmares: The Economic Costs and Benefits
of the Proposed Northern Gateway Pipeline.
I believe that the government’s job should

not be to be cheerleaders for proposals, but
should make a ruling in the public interest by
carefully weighing both benefits and costs. And
on those grounds, I conclude that the Northern
Gateway Pipeline fails the public interest test.
Enbridge’s claims about tens of thousands

of jobs are grossly overstated, in part because
person-years of employment are not the same
as jobs, but mostly because those large
numbers are based on flawed input-output
modelling that makes many unjustified
assumptions. A closer look at Enbridge’s own
numbers reveals a different story when it
comes to job creation.
While there are clearly large profits that

would accrue to the oil and gas industry, and

governments will get a share of those profits
through taxes and royalties, for ordinary
Canadians the harsh reality is that very few jobs
would be created by the pipeline.
The vast bulk of work associated with the

pipeline would come during the three-year
construction phase. In terms of jobs, we can
bank on no more than 3,000 jobs per year for
three years during the construction phase.
Enbridge’s submission states 1,850 per year for
three years for building the pipeline. If we
assume that the steel and pipe will be
manufactured in Canada–something that has
not been committed to by Enbridge–that
would lead to another 1,000 jobs for three
years at most.
Once complete, Enbridge estimates a mere

217 direct jobs in pipeline operations. This is
not surprising because the oil and gas industry
is one of the most capital-intensive in the
world, employing less than 1% of Canadian
workers. The share of total income generated
by the NGP going to workers, at 18%, is very
small by historical standards.
Labour shortages in the construction sector

imply that if the pipeline is not built the vast
majority of workers would likely be working
somewhere else. This is an important point
because the modelling invoked by Enbridge
essentially assumes that workers would
otherwise be unemployed. In addition, the tens
of thousands of temporary workers in the oil and
gas industry suggest that jobs that are created
may not even go to Canadians.
Similarly, Enbridge’s claim that Aboriginal

employment will fill more than one-third of

regional labour requirements is questionable.
No commitment to training local residents is
specified, so skilled work would only go to
workers who already have the qualifications
required. Thus, it is likely that Aboriginal
workers will be more present in low-skill, low-
wage employment, while temporary skilled
labour will come from outside the region.
There are other problems in Enbridge’s

input-output modelling, some of which seem
to be endemic problems with that kind of
approach, while others seem to be a mis-
application of the modelling. More than two-

fifths of Enbridge’s stated employment gains
come from induced job creation, the local
economic impact of expenditures by workers
and governments. These impacts are
particularly difficult to estimate and can easily
be overstated.
Overall, implausibly large numbers derived

from input-output modelling–63,000 jobs
during construction and 1,146 permanent jobs
once complete–simply cannot be justified, and
should be dismissed as evidence in favour of
the pipeline. Set against the employment

transit Second Narrows at highwater slack-tide
during daylight because of the limited depth of
the channel, limited clearance through a
railway bridge, and tidal currents up to five
knots. This railway bridge is also the only
access for trains to the Neptune Terminal,
which is planning to increase its capacity to
export coal from the port.
In addition, regulations call for tethered tug

escorts through the Port of Vancouver,
through Boundary Pass, and through Haro
Strait past the Gulf Islands.  

While Canadian authorities have expressed
no particular concern about the latest increase
in tanker traffic, the US has. A recent US
Presidential Order authorizes the US Coast
Guard to conduct a risk assessment of
transporting oil via supertankers, tankers, and
barges through the Salish Sea’s waterways:
Juan de Fuca Strait, the Strait of Georgia, Haro
and Rosario Straits and Puget Sound. Five
major US refineries lie on these waters, and
account for annual traffic of some 600 tankers
and 3,000 barges. 0

PIPELINE CAPACITY from page 1

Statement, in Vancouver, to the Joint Panel Review hearing on the Northern Gateway Pipeline.

Weighing costs & benefits of the pipeline

LEE PRESENTATION, please turn to page 8

Saturna Notes – Priscilla Ewbank

SATURNA, please turn to page 10

Traveling is always interesting by contrast to home.
Our recent trip to the southwestern United States
was full of wonderful visits with family and friends,

solo adventures in our 1971 comfy, stalwart camper, hot
springs, and, just like at home, dramatic fascinating views.
I was aware in 100 different ways of the effects of a ten-

year drought on the land’s natural systems and the human
patterns of use that have developed alongside them. The
land and people are waiting—waiting on the expectation
that the climate will return to ‘normal’. 
Shopping with my cousin at the Safeway in Tucson (the

only county in Arizona to vote Democrat), I noticed the man
walking in just ahead of us had a huge pistol belted to his
waist. The gun swung slightly as he walked—black, dull, no
pearl handles, no makebelieve or fancy worked belt and
holster. I was astonished! I looked him up and down—
Australian bush hat, T-shirt, walking shorts, socks and
runners. Young man, obviously works out, obviously not
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Friday, February 8
Where Have All The Flowers Gone? Impacts From Deer &
Humans On Our Natural Ecosystems—presentation by UBC
Professor Peter Arcese and UVic Instructor Emily Gonzales,
sponsored by PICA • Anglican Hall • 5:30pm potluck, 7pm talk •
Everyone welcome • Info: info@penderconservancy.org,
www.penderconservancy.org • PENDER

Friday thru Sunday, February 8-10
18th Annual Seedy Saturday Weekend—presented by Island
Natural Growers • Fri, Feb 8, 6:30pm:Diversidad documentary
film (by donation); Sat, Feb 9, 10am-3pm: hall full of seeds, plants,
farms, Seedy Cafe & presentations (admission $4); Sun, Feb 10:
10am-12:30pmSSI Farmland Trust presentation & discussion:
‘Land Use Possibilities’; 12:30-1:30pm Lunch by Bruce’s Kitchen
$7, RSVP required, email dogwoodlane@telus.net; 1:30-3:30pm
Lively discussion: ‘Is there a Salt Spring Alternative to Organic
Certification?’ • Farmer’s Institute, 351 Rainbow Road • Info:
ssiseedysaturday@gmail.com • SALT SPRING

Friday thru Monday, February 8-11
Family Day Weekend Fun Swims—enjoy the wavepool,
waterslide, diving boards, inflatable, pirate ship, toddler pool,
swirlpool, family changerooms, steam, sauna & Aqua Terra Cafe •
Saanich Commonwealth Place, 4636 Elk Lake Drive (right off Pat
Bay Hwy at Royal Oak Exit) • Fri: 7-9pm; Sat: 1-4pm & 6:30-
8:30pm; Sun: 1-4pm & 6-8pm, Mon: 10am-12pm & 1-4pm • Info:
24-hour Swim Info-line 250.475.7620 • SAANICH

Saturday, February 9
Exploring Innovation & Social Enterprise—‘innovation experts’

Molly Harrington, Adam Olsen, Rupert
Downing & Toby Joseph, and dynamic
community conversations about innovating to
benefit our whole community and our Earth,
including support for younger residents,
struggling businesses and community groups •
10am-3pm • Community Hall • All welcome •
Free but registration requested: 250.629.3825,

www.pendercommunitytransition.ca • PENDER

Saturday, February 16
Grand opening of new gallery space—
‘Forest Decoded’ with artist Barbra
Edwards, refreshments to be served •
Pictured here: Blue Ice #2, cold wax and oil
on panel • Talisman Books & Gallery,
Driftwood Centre • 1pm • Info:
250.629.6944, www.talismanbooks.ca •
PENDER

Friday thru Sunday, February 22-24
Galiano Island Books presents the 4th Annual Galiano
Literary Festival—writing workshops, readings and panel

discussions with fiction, nonfiction and
poetry writers from all over BC including:
Joelle Anthony, John Belshaw, Robert
Bringhurst, Kevin Chong, Daniela Elza, Brad
Frenette, Bill Gaston, Kim Goldberg,
Frances Greenslade, Pauline Holdstock,
Christina Johnson-Dean, Mark Leiren-
Young, Robyn Michele Levy, Billie

Livingston, Annabel Lyon, Emily McGiffin, Billeh Nickerson, Diane
Purvey, Nancy Richler, Audrey Thomas, Jan Zwicky • Galiano
Oceanfront Inn • Tickets & info: www.galianoliteraryfestival.com,
250.539.3340, 1.877.795.2665 • GALIANO

Thursday, February 28
Blues Explosion featuring David Gogo &
Jason Buie—sizzling, hard-rocking blues
filled with heavy grooves, grit and emotion;
originals and other works delivered with a
twist • Charlie White Theatre, 2243 Beacon
Avenue • 7:30pm • Tickets: $32.86 • Info &
tickets: 250.656.0275, www.marywinspear.ca
• SIDNEY

Island Tides is in every mailbox on:
Cortes • Denman • Gabriola • Galiano • Hornby 
Lasqueti • Mayne • Pender • Quadra • Read

Salt Spring • Saturna • Texada 
islandtides@islandtides.com • 250.629.3660

www.islandtides.com
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When Tzeporah Berman spoke to the Salt Spring
Forum on January 11, several members of the
ArtSpring audience enthusiastically recalled being

with her at Clayoquot Sound for the largest civil disobedience
action and mass arrest in Canada’s history. 
Two decades later, Berman’s remarkable environmental

journey from blockades to the boardroom has earned her,
among other honours, Utne Reader’s profile as ‘One of the 50
Visionaries Who Are Changing Your World’ and inclusion in the
BC Royal Museum’s permanent exhibit as one of the ‘150 People
Who Have Changed the Face of BC’.
Co-founder of Forest Ethics and PowerUp Canada, she led

successful campaigns to save millions of acres of native forests in
Chile and Canada and to promote eco-forestry. She has changed
the buying patterns of large industries like Staples, Victoria’s
Secret and Office Depot, and has worked with giants like
Facebook and India’s Telecom to promote renewable energy use. 
For seven years, she worked in Amsterdam for Greenpeace

International, which in 2010 appointed her c o-director of its
Global Climate and Energy Program. Last year, Berman
returned to BC in response to Minister Joe Oliver’s criticism of
‘radical environmentalists’ opposed to the oil industry and the
Enbridge Northern Gateway pipeline. 
Berman’s new book is titled This Crazy Time: Living Our

Environmental Challenge. Those who came to ArtSpring for
some insights into how to deal with the climate change issue
were not disappointed. New strategies are needed, she said.
The type of financial marketing campaigns that forced an end

to old growth logging by targeting the customers are not enough
to address climate change; ‘We don’t have the financial leverage.’
As an example, she pointed to Shell, ‘It’s the most profitable
company in the world, but its markets are very diverse. It’s easy
to hide their activities and investments.’
Furthermore, corporations in Canada spend $25 billion a year

getting their message out, with 16,000 full-time, paid lobbyists.
There are only about 500 lobbyists for citizen groups on all issues.
To fight climate, she said, we need every tool in our toolbox. We
have to marry door knocking with financial campaigns. 
One tool is a return to grass roots engagement. ‘It’s about

spending your hours’ knocking on doors, supporting grass roots
organizations like Leadnow and the Dogwood Initiative, and
joining up with like-minded people. Community organizing is
critical. ‘We need our home teams,’ she said. ‘We can knit our
own skills together with organizations that share our values.
There is no need to reinvent the wheel.’
Above all, we need legislation. ‘Legislation has massive

impact…we need the basic systemic things that come from
legislation.’ She pointed to BC, which does not even have a
transition plan to get off fossil fuels. ‘We have to push elected
officials to take a stand.’
To influence government to pass these regulations, we have

to engage Canadians so these issues become ‘vote-determinants,’
said Berman. It’s not so much about explaining or educating–it
is about values, and organizing in a politically strategic way.
‘The right-wing has figured out how to build their

conversation around values and to target the people they need,’
she said. ‘In the Great Bear Rainforest campaign, we appealed
to people’s values about right and wrong.’ That worked.
Other strategies that are working include pressuring

government pension plans to divest from oil, using social media
to ‘unfriend’ oil (75% of young people get their news from
Facebook), sending letters to the editor, ‘writing to small regional
papers because they are incredibly important’ and raising money
to help the First Nations fight the pipelines. 
Asked about the proposed Kinder Morgan pipeline

expansion, she replied, ‘the pipeline only makes sense if we want
to expand the tar sands,’ which she has termed the single most
destructive project in the world today. She added that a spill from
one of the 300-400 tankers (600-800 return trips) would be
declared ‘cleaned up’ if only 15% of the oil were recovered. In
other words, ‘leaving 85% of the bitumen–one of the most toxic
and corrosive substances in the marine environment–is
considered a success by industry.’ And Kinder Morgan has a
history of spills and accidents.
‘What do you see happening elsewhere in the world?’ Briony

Penn asked. ‘I brought back an incredible feeling of optimism,’
Berman replied.
In China, there is huge innovation in renewable energy. In

Spain, they are proving that wind energy can compete at cost. A
campaign to ‘Clean our Cloud’ by using renewable energy to
power data storage complexes is underway. Berman says they
are the 5th largest energy user in the world. Facebook is the first
IT company to have renewable energy as part of their policy.
And she has seen an ‘incredible re-engagement’ of grass roots

in the last few years. ‘We are fighting for the soul of Canada,’ she
said. ‘The government is changing the very nature of democracy
in this country. Canadians have the right to engage. I truly believe
that most Canadians want a diversified economy not dependent
on oil and gas…we have a moral, economic and environmental
responsibility to say no.’ 
Is the social change she is working towards possible? For

those engaged in these issues, Tzeporah Berman read aloud her
book’s concluding paragraph, and her grandmother’s last
message to her: ‘Yes. The world can change entirely in your
lifetime.’ 0

Photo: Henny Schnare, henny.ca
Galiano’s new  library is at the lock-up stage.  At the January 19 public tour, Islanders checked it all out—from the children’s
section to the meeting room, computer areas, sheltered patio, deck and rainwater catchment tanks. 

of the society.
‘After years of dealing with the CRTC, the uncooperative

commercial radio sector, uncounted meetings and fundraisers,
it’s  nice to finally be talking about programming for the new
station,’ said Zakreski. ‘Who knew that an English professor
could be a rock star? I totally look forward to working again with
Frank. His commitment to journalism and independent media
make him the ideal person for this position.’
In addition to his theatre work, Moher is a veteran journalist

whose work has appeared in The Globe and Mail, The National
Post, The Vancouver Sun, and on salon.com. He is currently
the publisher and editor of online magazine, backofthebook.ca.
CKGI expects to put out a call for program proposals from

the Gabriola community in February. Visit CKGI.ca for more
information or to listen to podcasts already posted. 0

RADIO SOCIETY from page 1

Grassroots and community networking~ Jane Petch



Island Tides emailed the above question to all contactable, declared candidates running in: Alberni Pacific Rim, Comox Valley, Cowichan Valley,
Malahat–Juan de Fuca, Nanaimo, Nanaimo–North Cowichan, North Island, Parksville–Qualicum, Powell River–Sunshine Coast, Saanich North
& The Islands (Barry Avis, Kerry Davis, Kassandra Dycke, Nick Facey, Scott Fraser, Gary Holman, John Horgan, Steve Housser, Leonard Krog,
Don McRae, Adam Olsen, Bill Routley, Doug Routley, Nic Simons, Michelle Stilwell, Claire Trevena).  All received responses are above, and
may have been edited for relevance to the question. All candidates are invited to answer upcoming questions.
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BC ELECTION 2013 

What Your Candidates Say Hope Bay Hair Salon 
welcomes

Master Stylist 
Sa ra h Ra e!

February 5-19: 
‘ 2 for 1’ with Sarah
Bring a friend! 

Call Nicole now to book: 
250-629-6911

hopebayhairsalon@gmail.com

‘Hair is art to me’ –Sarah Rae

This edition, Island Tides asks:
‘Should the Legislature commit, by law, to spring and fall sittings,
with all legislation reviewed by committee in public session, and

decisions by free vote?’
Barry Avis–Parksville-Qualicum (BC NDP)  
It is very disappointing that BC had fewer sittings of the

Legislature than any other province in Canada. And worse,
this government has far too often forced through legislation
with little or no debate. In the spring session, 14 bills were
introduced in the last 15 days of the session and a dozen
passed without debate.
An NDP government would stick to the Legislative

calendar and hold two sessions every year. The first session
should deal with the budget, and the government should
also introduce key legislation that could be passed in the fall.
As an MLA, I would talk to constituents and gather feedback
in between sessions so we can work to make the legislation
stronger.

Kassandra Dycke–Comox Valley (BC NDP) 
When a government silences the legislature, rams

through legislation without debate, and weakens public
participation in key decisions about the environment, it
sends a message to people that their voices don’t matter.
That leads to low voter turnout, growing cynicism, and
distrust of the political system.
We have to turn things around. One practical way to make

politics more transparent and politicians more accountable is
to follow the legislative agenda. Instead of constantly breaking
the rules about when the Legislature holds sessions, an NDP
government will stick to the legislative calendar and hold a
session in the late winter and another session in the fall every
year.
I am also committed to making legislative sessions more

productive. Instead of constant negative attacks and using
closure to shut down debate, government should work with
everyone, including the opposition, to develop the best
possible legislation for our province.
Gary Holman–Saanich N & The Islands (BC NDP) 
British Columbians deserve more accountability in

government. The Liberals have consistently violated their
own legislative calendar to avoid public scrutiny and debate.
An NDPgovernment will reinstate a fixed calendar with fall
and spring sessions of the legislature. 
We will restore the important role of legislative

committees in critiquing government policy, and ensure
non-partisan use of your tax dollars by vetting government
advertising through the Auditor General.
The NDP will ensure that independent officers of the

legislature have sufficient resources to be effective
watchdogs of government. 
Steve Housser–Cowichan Valley (BC Liberal)
I think a commitment to spring and fall sittings is a good

one and I would be in favour of legislation to bring this
about. I also support the idea that proposed legislation be
reviewed by appropriate House committees in public. I am

also generally in favour of free votes. However, there will be
certain votes of such fundamental importance to a party’s
philosophy and values that the party should expect and
ensure that all its members follow the party position.

Adam Olsen–Saanich N & The Islands (Green Party of
BC)
Government should commit, by law, to spring and fall

sittings. It shouldn’t be a political decision whether the
government chooses to tend to provincial business. It’s their
duty.
Committees are an important part of our democratic

process. They hear diverse opinions that lead to more
informed decision-making. Many provincial committees are
not taking advantage of this opportunity. For example, it
appears that the Standing Committee on Aboriginal Affairs
has not filed a report in over a decade. 
Why not give the public more access to the committee

process? Open sessions are one way to increase awareness
but public hearings allow citizens to provide input and
feedback as to how legislation affects them. Local
governments are mandated to hold public hearings—so
should the provincial government.
Greens are the only party allowing their MLAs to vote

freely in the Legislature. I strongly believe MLAs are
obligated to represent the interests of, and should consult
with, their constituents.

Claire Trevena–North Island (BC NDP)
The BC legislature sat for fewer days in 2012 than the

legislatures of any other province in Canada. That is
unacceptable, and cannot continue. BC New Democrats
recognize the importance of meaningful debate and
deliberation, and in strengthening our democratic
institutions. Unlike the current government who has treated
the legislature as a nuisance and has abused the fixed
legislative calendar time and time again, New Democrats
believe the fixed legislative calendar should be adhered to.
The budget should be the primary concern during the

spring session. Some legislation would be held over to the
fall to allow MLAs the opportunity to consult fully with our
constituents on important policy changes in government.
It’s our job to represent the interests of our constituents in
the legislature, and we need to be able to do that. Forcing
bills through the house as quickly as possible, as has been
the practice with the present government, in order to avoid
facing the accountability of the legislature is wrong and
undermines our democracy. 
New Democrat leader Adrian Dix has also said he wants

to see legislative committees used as an active component
of consultation with stakeholders and the public. 0

Photo: Toby Snelgrove

Next Edition’s Question To All Candidates: 
‘BC’s job strategy still depends on resources such as coal, liquified natural gas, 

oil, and raw logs.  What could we do to diversify?’
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We know that there’s a lot to do and see online and with Xplornet’s new 
4G network you can now surf, chat, and stream video faster than ever before. 
Looking for high-speed Internet that is truly high-speed?
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Chaconia Satcom, Nanaimo, BC
250.619.2923

Van Isle Home Entertainment, Ladysmith, BC
250.245.0637

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DEALER TO FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN GET XPLORNET TODAY.

HIGH-SPEED INTERNET
FOR ALL OF CANADA

1If installation requirements go beyond the scope of a basic installation, additional fees may apply. 2Limited time offer and subject to change without 
notice, where 4G Satellite service is available; cannot be combined with any other offer unless otherwise specifi ed. Actual speed online may vary 
with your technical confi guration, Internet traffi c, server and other factors. Traffi c management applies to all packages. For details visit Xplornet.
com. Monthly Service Fee includes $15/month rental cost of equipment. Taxes will apply. Xplornet® is a trade-mark of Xplornet Communications Inc. 
©Xplornet Communications Inc., 2013.

1
FREE

BASIC INSTALLATION
AND NO EQUIPMENT

TO BUY!
One-time Activation fee applies.

Packages starting from

$54.99
/month2

This year, I resolve to spend ‘One Day a Week’
in the outdoors involved in activities that are
close to nature–fishing, hunting, bird-watching,
hiking in natural forests and beaches plus other
wild places. To paraphrase, my resolution is to
be in contact with nature 52 weeks of 2013.
Our civilization is increasingly urbanized and

isolated from nature. Although a time challenge,
being out in nature is a mysterious type of
vitamin-enhancement for the body and soul. 
If you look at my possibilities month by

month, you will appreciate some of the
diversity of opportunity on Vancouver Island
and surrounding waters.

January Reasonably good oyster tides
during early evening, prawn and crab fishing,
steelhead fishing, winter chinook fishing, trout
fishing on open lakes.

February Good evening tides for oysters
and clams with lights, continued prawn and
crab opportunities, continue winter chinook
and start flounder, continue steelhead and
trout fishing with chironomid flies in some low
lakes; time to jig herring.

March Beginning reasonable daylight
tides for clams and oysters, winter chinook,
flounders, prawns and crabs. Growing
opportunities for lake fly fishing, North Island

fiction created by this modelling exercise, the
Enbridge proposal instead passes up value-
added employment creation opportunities
from upgrading and refining in Canada.
Another missing element from input-output

models is the alternative uses of funds. While
the pipeline will create temporary and some
permanent jobs, the choice for policymakers is
not between the NGP and nothing. My report
considers alternative investments of $5 billion,
particularly in green economic development
that would also reduce our greenhouse gas
emissions and our reliance on fossil fuels.
Spending $5 billion on public transit,

building retrofits, renewable energy and so forth
would generate between 3 to 36 times more jobs
than investing in the pipeline. A modest carbon
tax of $10 a tonne applied nationally would
generate $5 billion per year, every year, that
could facilitate such investments.
Finally, there are economic costs of moving

forward. Having 220 super-tankers moving up
the inlet into Kitimat (in addition to hundreds
of LNGtankers also being pursued) will have a
negative impact on commercial and traditional
fishing in the region even if there are no spills.
Eco-tourism, as an alternative industry and
employer in the region, would suffer if the
pipeline is built.
Pipeline spills are an obvious environmental

and economic cost. Given the track record of the
industry in general and Enbridge in particular,
the question is not if there will be a spill but
when and how bad it is. Diluted bitumen is
highly corrosive and breaks the pipes it travels
through. Enbridge alone has had more than
800 leaks in its pipeline network going back just
over a decade. In the US, there have been more
than 5,000 pipeline spills going back to 1990.
Spills are a just a routine aspect of doing
business from a corporate perspective.
In 2010, in the BC development region of

North Coast and Nechako, there were about
5,500 jobs  in categories that would most likely
be affected by an oil spill (such as tourism and
fishing) and 12,670 such jobs in the Cariboo

development region. Even if one in ten of these
jobs were affected, the job losses that could
result from an oil spill would be larger than
new permanent jobs created by the NGP.
Not counted in these statistics is the

subsistence economy of fishing and trapping, an
important source of non-market food for people
in rural areas. The submission by the Gitga’at,
whose territory covers the tanker route out of
Kitimat, notes that these sources account for
about two-fifths of their food supply.
While spills are more of a probabilistic

matter, greenhouse emissions are not. The
pipeline would facilitate 80-100 million tonnes
of CO2 into the atmosphere every year, which
is more than British Columbia currently emits
in total. Recent estimates of the external costs
of carbon emissions are typically in the range
of $50-200 per tonne, which implies some $4-
20 billion in economic costs from GHG
emissions facilitated by the pipeline.
Given that the pipeline is anticipated to

create about $4 billion per year in profits to
Enbridge shareholders and oil sands
producers, these should be considered odious
profits that come at the expense of people in
other countries and into the future.
Already, the world is seeing growing

economic costs resulting from historical GHG
emissions. Scientists agree that action is needed
to rapidly shift off  fossil fuels, and such a
commitment will hopefully be reflected in a new
international treaty. Locking in a multi-billion-
dollar piece of fossil fuel infrastructure runs the
risk of becoming a stranded asset as the world
inevitably transitions to clean energy sources.
In sum, there are few economic benefits of

the pipeline outside the gains that accrue to
shareholders, and at the same time there are
massive costs that will be imposed on people
and nature from the pipeline. The Northern
Gateway Pipeline therefore fails the cost-
benefit test and the Joint Review Panel should
not approve it. 

Marc Lee will talk about ‘Plotting The Green
Revolution’  at a Salt Spring Forum  speaker’s
evening, on February 15 at ArtSpring. 0

LEE PRESENTATION from page 5

Outdoors with Ralph ShawA Year of Wild Resolutions

rivers for steelhead; learn new fishing
technique with strike indicator outfit.

April Nature walks along our streams,
foreshore and into our woodlands, beach
fishing for sea-run cutthroat trout (catch and
release), continue prawning, crabbing, winter
chinook and flounder fishing. Excellent
daylight tides for clamming and gathering
oysters, lake trout fishing in full swing.

MayTime to consider halibut, ling cod and
rockfish fishing if the season is open. Continue
salmon, trout and flounder fishing, depending
on weather,  pass up oysters for clams.

JuneTime to consider fly fishing trip to the
interior for rainbow and eastern brook trout,
sockeye fishing at Port Alberni, target
migrating chinook stocks, spend time fishing
for ling cod, halibut and rockfish if possible;
continue local lake fishing.

JulyMigrating chinook, coho on the west
coast, ling cod, flounder, crabbing, sockeye
fishing, halibut, trout fishing in deepwater
lakes, interior eastern brook trout, nature
walks in quiet forests and along beaches.

August Pink salmon, coho, sockeye,
chinook (prime time), flounder fishing excellent,
some prawning and crab fishing, deepwater lake
fishing; consider beach fishing for coho and pink
salmon from new punt; time to think about
taking up archery with a cross-bow.

September Improve archery skills, early
season hunting for deer and possible draw on
elk; fishing for all species of salmon, and
bottomfish where the season is still open, time
on deepwater lakes for rainbow and cutthroat
trout; fishing local waters with new punt.

October Saltwater chum salmon fishing
whenever possible, walking in forests hunting
deer; lake fishing for trout, watch chum salmon
fishing in the Puntledge River; possible eastern
brook trout trip to the interior. 

November Walking in forests hunting
deer; fishing stillwater lakes for trout; and
winter chinook fishing and prawning.

December Lake fishing if the weather
permits; continue deer hunting if I have a tag;
evening trip for oysters weather permitting;
smoking fish for the Christmas season.
If I succeed in going on all the suggested

activities, they amount to at least 86 days in the
field. In reality, I will probably spend over 100
days in the outdoors during 2013. 
If you have read this far, I may have lured

you into similar commitments to the great
outdoors. 
If you can find time to spend in the peaceful

rhythms of nature, you may discover, as I have,
a source of passion, stimulus and
enlightenment that brings energy and
inspiration to the mind and body. 0

AT HOME IN THE OUTDOORS



Back in 1971, when I had my first job out of university as
a CBC radio public affairs producer, one of the ‘items’
we featured on the early morning show was called Shop

Talk. It was a nationally syndicated three-minute exploration
of labour issues—looking at the world of work, labour relations,
investment and the technology which affected work. To be sure
it was pretty minor in the scheme of things but there were also
labour reporters on most of the big city newspapers.
In those more rational days the economy was actually seen

as serving people, not the other way round. And the labour beat
explored how well workers and communities were faring.
Thinking back on that period reminds me of just how little

the media today talks about one of the most important issues
in any society. After all we spend at least a third of our waking
hours working (if we have a job) and that work determines so
much of what the rest of our lives are like. The subject
encompasses not just wages and salaries but satisfaction,
fulfilment (or lack of it), the amount of leisure and family time,
and our overall sense of security both immediate and on
retirement. Given how much work actually dominates our lives,
there is precious little public examination of it and almost no
debate about how we got to where we are.
And where we are is not a good place.
We get the bits and pieces of the puzzle in media reports but

no one, it seems, pulls it all together and talks about the sum of
the parts and potential solutions. Most families now carry
record-high debt and Canadians work hundreds of hours more
per year than most of their European counterparts. Canada has
one of the highest ratios of low paying jobs in the OECDand that
trend can only get worse. Canadian companies try to increase
productivity not by investing in training, technology or better
management systems but by driving down wages and salaries
and forcing unpaid overtime.
The massive increase in temporary foreign workers also

drives down wages for Canadian workers. The Harper
government’s shameless attack on unions through effectively
banning strikes and now forcing unions to publish details of
their expenditures, is aimed at weakening the only institution
that is a bulwark against out-and-out exploitation of employees.
Labour standards regulations (established decades ago through
relentless pressure by unions) now exist almost exclusively on
paper as governments withdraw resources for enforcement and
workers fear reporting abuses.
Workers, particularly in the private sector, haven’t been this

vulnerable and insecure since before the Second World War.
The results are not pretty. They have been documented three

times since 1991 by professors Linda Duxbury of Carleton
University and Christopher Higgins of the University of Western
Ontario. Their latest study on balancing work and caregiving was
published in 2012, this time surveying the police force.

Getting Worse—Not Better
I frequently quoted their last study, done in 2001, which
revealed that 25% of employees worked 50 hours a week or
more, worked millions of overtime hours for no pay and found
that work was such an overwhelming aspect of life that for most
of them ‘family life is limited or non-existent.’ Ten years on, it
has gotten much worse. 

Here are some of the findings:
• Overall, the typical employee spends 50.2 hours in work-

related activities per week. Just over half of employees take work
home to complete outside regular hours.
• The number of those working more than 45 hours a week

has increased dramatically in 10 years. In 2001, it was 55% of
the men and 39% of women; by 2012,  it was 68% of the men
and 54% of the women.
• Over half of the survey’s respondents took home an

average of seven hours of work each week.
• Nearly two-thirds spent more than an hour a day catching

up on emails; one-third spent more than an hour emailing on
their days off.
• The use of flexible work arrangements such as a

compressed work week (15%) and flexible schedules (14%) is
much less common.
• Fifty-seven percent of those surveyed reported high levels

of stress.
• Employees in the survey were twice as likely to let work

interfere with family as the reverse.
• Work-life conflict was associated with higher absenteeism

(a 17% increase since 2001) and lower productivity.
At least one-third of Canadian workers say they have more

work to do than time permits and that number rises to four in
10 when you add in family responsibilities. Women still work a
‘double shift’—doing far more work at home than their
husbands, even when both are employed.
And this is the best-case scenario. The study sample was

‘dominated by well-educated and well-paid knowledge workers’
earning $60,000 or more (Canada’s median family income is
just under $70,000). The less affluent a family was, the more
they suffered from excess workloads. In other words, for those
earning less than $60,000 it is much worse.
The effect on both workers and their families is obvious. But

the impact on employers and government programs is also
devastating. According to the study: ‘The costs of unaddressed
work-life conflict (specifically role overload and work interfering
with family) include: increased absenteeism, greater
dependence on the health care system, increased employee
stress and depression, higher benefits costs, and lower levels of
commitment, job satisfaction, and retention. Research shows
that reduced role overload alone could reduce physician visits

First Nations are taking to the streets and to the courts,
opposing changes to legislation contained in the federal
government’s omnibus bills of 2012, and the

Canada–China Foreign Investment Promotion and Protection
Agreement (FIPA).
Idle No More demonstrations have taken place in the

Victoria area where treaties were signed 150 years ago. The
treaties that Governor James Douglas negotiated in the mid-
1800s with the original inhabitants of southern Vancouver
Island foresaw no such disagreements. They were simple land
purchases, intended to establish a clear definition of land for
settlement, and to set aside land which was occupied by the
villages and agricultural cultivation of the various families that
had always lived there.
Each of the Douglas Treaties followed the same pattern,

reserving for the aboriginal families the right to hunt and fish
‘as formerly’ (see BOX, page 10).
The original treaties were with families of what are now

known as the Songhees (Teechamitsa, Swengwhung,
Chilcowitch, Whyomilth, Che-ko-nein,) Beecher Bay (Ka-ky-
aakan, Chewhaytsum),  Esquimalt (Kosampson), Sooke
(Sooke), South Saanich (Malahat), North Saanich (Tsawout,
Pauquachan, Tseycum, Tsartlip),  Nanaimo and Nanoose
(Saalequun), Kwakiutl at Fort Rupert (Quakeolth and
Queackar). These 14 agreements covered some 358 square
miles.
In order to safeguard the lands which had been set aside for

the aboriginal families, Douglas arranged for the Crown
Solicitor to insert a notice in the Victoria Gazette that the land
was the property of the Crown, and could not be purchased by
settlers.

Who’s Responsible Now?
The 1867 Constitution Act made the federal government
responsible for legislation concerning ‘Indians, and Lands
reserved for the Indians’. The Actdefined the ‘aboriginal peoples
of Canada’ as including the ‘Indian, Inuit, and Metis peoples of
Canada’. (In the most recent development, a Federal Court
decision on January 8, 2013 confirmed that the 1867 definition
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“Financial security has always been important to my husband and I, 
...that’s why we still invest through Western Financial Group.”

Auto    |    Home   |    Business    |    Farm    |    Life    |    Travel    |    Pet    |   Financial Services
helping our communities with all their insurance needs

...because we live here.

To get a quick quote visit or call:

Pender Island
British Columbia
21 Driftwood Centre
(250) 629-3336
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School District #64
(Gulf Islands)

The district has received recent information from the Ministry of
Education regarding new legislation and regulations around
local school calendars. The School Calendar Form provided
by the Ministry is required to be submitted by each district in
the province to the Ministry no later than March 31, 2013.
To accommodate these changes, the following Notice of
Motion was presented at the December 5, 2012 Board of
Education Public meeting:
“It was moved that the Board of Education adopts a Local
School Calendar for the 2013/2014 school year that reduces
the number of instructional days by approximately 25 to 30
resulting in a four-day school week. The instructional time from
these days will be added to the remaining days of instruction.
The resulting savings will allow the district to preserve
programs and options for our students. The motion will be
tabled at the regular Public Board meeting on March 13,
2013.”
Submissions may be made to the Board until 
February 28, 2013. 
Opportunities to provide feedback include:
• Email through: http://sd64.bc.ca/calendar-input;
• Individual written submissions addressed to the Board of
Education, through Dawne Fennell, Executive Assistant;
• Public Meeting of the Board of Education – March 13, 2013
at Pender Islands School at 1:00 p.m. 
The calendar template to be considered for the 2013/2014
school year can be viewed at: http://sd64.bc.ca/calendar-input.

The Douglas Treaties: 
Victoria-area First Nations
Patrick Brown

Why Not Talk About Work? – Murray Dobbin

TREATIES, please turn to page 10WORK TALK, please turn to page 11



Some years ago in a fit of madness, I included historical
dinners on the menu at our lodge. This was good for
publicity and certainly caught the media attention, but it

drove us crazy trying to organize and reconcile early traditional
tastes with contemporary expectations educated by Hollywood.
Guests would plunge in with gusto, scattering food like raccoons
in a compost pile. 
‘Is it okay to throw food on the floor?’ 
‘No! That was not kosher in Henry VIII’s time and it’s not

acceptable now.’
The funniest issue was always the fork. As everyone knows,

the table fork is a modern invention, less than one quarter of the
world’s population normally eat with one, and the fork didn’t
come into common usage until about 100 years ago. 
These tined food-conveying implements were invented to

distance the practice of eating from the practice of preparing
and cooking–call it an intellectual sanitization. Growing,
preparing and cooking is work; appreciating fine wine while
discussing the weight of the moon is an aspiration, and nowhere
has this become so ingrained in the vernacular culture as it has
in North America. 
What is particularly ironic about this attitude to food is that

when we dine we have an expectation of food served on a plate,
the appropriate utensils, music, company, and so on, whereas
the most ubiquitous contribution to contemporary eating is the
invention of ‘fast food’. This is food as fuel for the working
family. Fast food is designed to be eaten with the fingers and the
paper/plastic wrap throw away .   
So what’s the issue? A moment’s reflection will quickly create

a growing list of foods we are accustomed to eating with our
fingers: apples and bananas, variations on the sandwich,
hamburgers and hot dogs, chips, tacos, pizza, candy, cookies,
biscuits and toast, nuts, wraps, and so on. 
It’s strange how we have come full circle. Up until the last

300 years or so, most of our food was served in relatively dry
bite-sized portions; like an appetizer, you pop a morsel into your
mouth followed by a drink. The practice goes back to antiquity.
The Egyptians, Greeks and Romans created hundreds of sauces
(dips) to complement their food–a custom recently
rediscovered in sour-cream dip or salsa. 
Turning this pedestrian act into an erotic game, the Romans

vied with each other to select the most promising morsel of fish
or meat, dip it everso carefully into a spicy sauce, and feed it to
their paramour or nearest neighbour. The very act of putting
your fingers into some else’s mouth and feeding them is an act
of intimacy rarely achieved these days, except perhaps with very

small children. Not to mention the caveat, ‘will she bite?’
Even Queen Elizabeth II would be challenged to partake of

pasta, baked salmon or cottage pie without decorating her chin
with tomato sauce should she attempt to eat like her
distinguished ancestors by employing the royal fingers. What a
pity it is that in the interest of sanitation and class distinction
we have lost one of the pleasures of eating. Some dark wet
winter evening–just for the hell of it–close the drapes, lock the
door and sit down to a friendly feast where there is just you and
your partner, good food and drink, and no utensils. You can
always take a shower afterwards. 
Getting to know what you put into your mouth is an exercise

in ethics: is this food safe, dare I give this to my child? And
inevitably that exercise begins in the garden. 
One of life’s simple pleasures is picking sun-warmed fruit

from the vine and popping it into your mouth—or that of a very
close friend—without checking for aphids first. The list is
glorious: strawberries, raspberries and blackberries of every
kind, apples, pears and plums, snap beans and tomatoes, carrots
after you have brushed the earth off, and leaves, shoots and
herbs of every description. 
In these days of sterile, triple-wrapped packaging, the odd

healthy bug will only add to your daily required intake of
essential amino acids, and the photo-synthesized compounds
in every sun-infused leaf and fruit will give you a flavour burst
to last all day. Not to mention a recommended allowance of
micro-organisms to boost the faltering immune system. 
Curiously, finger food has been re-invented, not your average

family sit-down dinner perhaps, so much as the cool cruising
around the decorated plates at parties and social events. A flip
through the Internet will reveal a few million suggestions for
your next party, some are ‘really easy’ others just ‘tasty,’ and they
fall into two camps: 
One, variations on the sandwich: every kind of wrap and

pastry designed as a vehicle for conveying some flavour to your
mouth without compromising your pristine fingers. 
The second set have a traditional appeal, they are baked or

fried foods without an edible overcoat. Ribs and chicken wings
are obvious with the odd bone sticking out to serve as a handle,
as are stuffed peppers, sliced and decorated zucchini or
mushrooms. In this category too you will find fried and roasted
nuts, beans of various sorts, potatoes, pakoras and reinvented
tempura. Amazing really; here we are gathered around the
stainless steel kitchen appliances eating and socializing like
neolithic cavemen. 

Finger Food From Bygone Days
Hedgehogs
Take pigges meat and chop it finely, add ginger, salt and

sugar and bind well together with an egge. Take litle balls of the
meat and stick them over with almonds sliced very thinne. Roast
them and serve them forth with a goode sauce.

—Manuscript from 1430 
Saracen Sauce
Take rose hips and clene them of seeds, add almonds, fry in

oil and pound them all in a mortar. Add red wine, sugar,
cinnamon & mace, add rice flour to make it thicker. Serve it hot
with pomegranate seeds for beef or capon.

—The Form of Curry, 1390
A Drunken Loaf
Take a French roll and break it into small pieces. Pour red

wine over it. Boil some maccaroni until soft. Drain the water
from it and add butter and thick cream and beat until it is
creamy. Scrape parmesan cheese over it and mix it well. Pour it
over your bread, add more cheese as you will and bake it very
hot. It is a pretty dish for supper.

— The Experienced English Housekeeper, 1782

To Make Water For Washing Hands At Table
Boil sage, then strain the water and cool it until it is a little

more than lukewarm. Or use chamomile, marjoram, or
rosemary boiled with orange peel.

—The Goodman of Paris, 1393

Meanwhile, February Outside 
Plants respond to increasing light intensity as much as
temperature and with the longer days you can see buds
developing almost overnight. Time to haul out and use up last
year’s leftover seeds. Too early yet for the tropical stuff, but this
is a great time to sow early salad greens, carrots, spinach and
the like. Rake over a well drained sunny spot, scatter a few drifts
of seed and rake them in. If you cover this with an old glass
window or sheet of poly they will come up all the sooner. I also
reserve a mesclun seed mix for sowing in pots. Place them over
the hot water tank for a couple of days until germinated and
then move them to a window sill. Homegrown salads in six
weeks! 0 
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UNITING ISLANDS BIG AND SMALL

If you receive Island Tides in your mailbox, pick
it up at a yellow box or rack located from Victoria
to Campbell River, or read online, you can show
your support with a voluntary subscription of 
$25 + $3hst = $28 (or amount of your choice). 

Voluntary Subscriptions help 
keep all this great news coming!

Sincere thanks to our 
readers who sent voluntary
subscriptions already! 
Please mail subscriptions to: 

Box 55, Pender Island, BC V0N 2M0
Or call 250.629.3660 with your VISA/MC

We have a fun
opportunity for
voluntary
subscribers:
‘double your sub’
to $56, and ask
for your very
own Island
Tides T-shirt! 

BUT WAIT! THERE’S MORE!

BE PART OF THE GOOD NEWS

included some 600,000 Metis and non-status Indians.)
First Nations across Canada have raised objections to

changes to environmental legislation contained in the spring
and fall omnibus bills and passed by the Conservative majority
in Parliament. They refer to changes in the Environmental
Assessment Act, the Fisheries Act, and the Navigable Waters
Act, which clearly affect their rights to hunt and fish. 
In particular, they object to new provisions that have been

inserted into the Indian Act which make it easier for First
Nations Reserve Lands to be leased for development with the
approval of only a small minority of the First Nation. 
Governor James Douglas would be turning in his grave.

Also see map next page. 0

TREATIES from page 9

A DOUGLAS TREATY
“Teechamitsa Tribe-Country lying between 

Esquimalt and Point Albert

Know all men, we, the chiefs and people of the Teechamitsa Tribe,
who have signed our names and made our marks to this deed on
the twenty-ninth day of April, one thousand eight hundred and
fifty, do consent to surrender, entirely and for ever, to James
Douglas, the agent of the Hudson’s Bay Company in Vancouver
Island, that is to say, for the Governor, Deputy Governor, and
Committee of the same, the whole of the lands situated and lying
between Esquimalt Harbour and Point Albert, including the latter,
on the Straits of Juan de Fuca, and extending backwards from
thence to the range of mountains on the Saanich Arm, about ten
miles distant.
The conditions of our understanding of this sale is this, that

our village sites and enclosed fields are to be kept for our own use,
for the use of our children, and for those who may follow after us
and the land shall be properly surveyed hereafter. It is understood,
however, that the land itself, with these small exceptions, becomes
the entire property of the white people for ever; it is also
understood that we are at liberty to hunt over the unoccupied
lands, and to carry on our fisheries as formerly.
We have received, as payment, Twenty-seven pounds ten

shillings sterling.
In token whereof, we have signed our names and made our

marks at Fort Victoria, 29th April, 1850.
(Signed) See-Sachasis his X mark and 10 others

Done in the presence of (signed)
Roderick Finlanson, Joseph William McKay”

open road, we had a surprise on a desolate stretch of two-lane
highway in north eastern Arizona, part of the huge Navajo
Reservation. From far away, Jon saw three objects in the middle
of the road. Closer, and two ravens flapped away and the third
became a puppy, a small mostly black puppy with border collie
markings. He stopped and called to her. She came over. Jon
picked her up, put her in the map box beside him and she fell
asleep. 
Looking around, he saw no homes, no place for a puppy to

come from. At the next two gas station trading posts, he asked
about. No one had lost a lively, good-hearted puppy and
everyone had lots of dogs of their own. The town of Kayenta
had an animal shelter and Jon thought it would be best to leave
her as we had weeks more of traveling. 
However, Jon was very taken with this ‘raven’ puppy that

didn’t fly away. We lost our good border collie last spring, leaving
the lovely Lola—herself a rescue dog—on her own. With
encouragement from a friend, we called up and she was still in
Kayenta! She joined our journey home, bringing joy and great
enthusiasm with her. 
Back home, surprised but not daunted by the rain and cold,

she herds the chickens vigorously and demands that the elegant
and dignified Lola race around with her and play and play. You
never know what will happen when you walk out the door and
drive on down the road!
Coming home, Jon was ill. We got off the Washington state

ferry, and went straight to the emergency at the Royal Jubilee
Hospital in Victoria. We were met with competency, respect and
caring. We have such an incredible health care system here!
Traveling in the US, we heard lots of stories of families and
individuals having to reorganize their lives to pay for extended
medical circumstances. In the States, a concern—less if you are
wealthy and more if you are poor—must always be in the back
of your mind, ‘If by chance we become seriously ill will we be
able to afford…?’ 
Lucky us–back home, Saturna Island, British Columbia,

Canada. Island of genuine rain, green growing landscapes,
slopping tides on gorgeous sandstone, excellent medical care,
and a more conscious, considered use of guns. 
Coming home and seeing fat, succulent plants, rotund deer

and abundant green, I can almost think that we are fine, just fine
and all will be well. 0

SATURNA from page 5

February Gardening & Dining - Brian Crumblehulme
Lunch began in the conventional southern summer way
with spaghetti in a deep red tomato sauce served with
grated pecorino. The next dish was scorpion fish bathed in
rosy sughetto with celery and wafts of garlic. Don Andrea
remarked that the only civilized way of eating fish was
with a fork in one hand and a hunk of bread in the other.

—Patience Gray, 1986
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- Conventional Roofing
- Standing Seam & Low-slope

Metal Roofing
- Custom Flashing

- Asphalt & Cedar Shingles
- 6” Water Collection Gutters

250-652-0599
www.flynn.ca

On Time & On Budget
• Foreshore Applications
• Docks • Moorings 

• Ramps • Pile Driving

Ross Walker
250-537-9710

www.islandmarine.ca

FREE!
Scrap Car, Truck,
Bus & Equipment  

REMOVAL
No Wheels?
No Problem!

Medium & large bins
for metal clean-up

also available
Gulf Islands • Victoria
Sooke • Sidney • Duncan

250-744-6842
250-732-4285

MOORINGS

Chris West 
Dive Services

250-888-7199/250-538-1667
cdwest@telus.net

Dock Chain Inspection 
& Replacement

INSTALLED, SERVICED,
MAINTAINED

I S L A N D S  B U L L E T I N  B O A R D

Technical services for

Water Wells
Aquifers

Groundwater

Hy-Geo 
Consulting

(250) 658-1701
information@hy-geo.com

www.hy-geo.com

Dave’s Drilling
& Blasting

Dave 250-537-7481
Callum 250-538-8640

“We don’t stand 
behind our work, 

we stand behind a tree.”

M A R I N E  S E R V I C E S

BUY | RAISE | MOVE | LEVEL

RAISE Increase Square Footage
MOVE Subdivide Your Lot!
LEVEL Repair Foundation Issues

www.nickelbros.com
1-866-320-2268 

BUY RECYCLED HOMES

ADVERTISING IN THIS SPACE IS EASY & EFFECTIVE!
BOXED ADS B&W: $24.50/in+hst  COLOUR: $31.80/in+hst  DISCOUNTS On prepaid multi-edition series

WORD ADS $16+hst (25 words), additional words 25¢ ea  
NEXT DEADLINE Wednesday, February 6  

CALL OR EMAIL 250.629.3660, islandtides@islandtides.com

• WATERWELLS
• HYDROFRACTURING

TO IMPROVEWELL YIELDS

• DRILLING FOR GEOSOURCE

An Island Family Business for 
47 Years!

1-800-746-7444 
250-537-8456

www.drillwell.com          
drill@drillwell.com 

MEETINGS
School District #64 (Gulf Islands). 
A regular meeting of the Board 
of School Trustees will be held 
at Fernwood Elementary School, Salt
Spring Island, Wednesday, February
13, 2013 commencing at 1pm. To
view the agenda, see
http://sd64.bc.ca/district/school-
board-meetings. Public Welcome!  

FOR SALE
Household Items: Green love seat
$50, Samsung Blu-Ray player $50,
Futon w/metal folding frame $25,
Motorcycle helmet $25, Slalom skis
w/bindings $20, Office chair $10,
Glass/metal computer desk $50.
Pender Island. Call 778.866.1643. 

H O M E  &  P R O P E RT Y  S E RV I C E S  

REYNOLDS
CARPET & 
UPHOLSTERY 
CLEANING
> Carpet & Rug Cleaning
> Flood Restoration
> Tile & Grout 
> Mold & Mildew 
> Odour Removal
> Scotch Guarding
> Spot Cleaning

Get a headstart on 
spring cleaning!

Residential/Commercial
On Salt Spring & Pender

SI
NC
E 
19

64

FREE ESTIMATES
250-537-4208

    Steele Greenhouse 
      Components Inc.
     Mayne Island, B.C.
    call: 250 539 9941

  Greenhouses for  
   Farm & Garden
  visit:steelgc.com                         

Map: BC Ferries

Need to cast a wide net for
your business?

You will be amazed how far your advertising dollar can go!
Call Sara to talk about your 2013 plans: 250.629.3660

18,000 Copies + Canada Post Home Delivery + Free Boxes + 2-week
Shelf-life + Online Readership = The Most Competitive Ad Rates

Island Tides’ wide
circulation and regional
readership take your
message to the Coast!

in Canada by 25% per year!’
The other impact that work-life conflict has

revealed is the necessity to have large numbers of
immigrants enter the country every year just to keep
up with labour demand. Canada’s birth rate has been
nowhere near the replacement level for over 20 years,
and working conditions are a big part of the
explanation. Workers aren’t making workers any
more—or at least not enough to keep up. According to
the study, younger Canadians are having fewer
children and postponing when they have them. Over
25% of those surveyed had no children, telling the
survey that this was a way to satisfy the demand of the
workplace.
If employers believe that forcing workers into role

overload is good for the bottom line, Duxbury has a
wake-up call for them: ‘Organizations are fooling
themselves if they think they’re getting increased
productivity by expecting those who they have left to
do more.’ The more likely response: absenteeism and
slower workers with less energy and commitment.
It’s not difficult to trace this madness back to its

origins. The neo-liberal revolution of the 1980s
proposed unfettered capitalism—privatization, a
downsized state, deregulation, free trade, low taxes,
and last but not least, so-called ‘labour flexibility.’ That
convenient euphemism simply means reducing the
power and independence of labour through cuts to
Employment Insurance and welfare, and maintaining
high unemployment levels that suppress wages. All of
these initiatives were driven by globalization—the

hyper-competition of a voracious capitalism driven by
finance capital.
But globalization is in its death throes and national

economies are back. Those countries able to take
advantage of robust domestic economies will fare
better than those still trying to compete in a world of
ever-increasing trade which no longer exists. Domestic
economies thrive on high wage jobs and citizens who
actually have money to spend and savings to fall back
on when things get tough. They thrive when workers
thrive—when they feel valued, have enough leisure
time to rest between work days, and are able to fully
separate work from family life and, of course, when
they have access to childcare and eldercare.
Government policies since Canada signed the free

trade deal and NAFTAhave savaged working families
financially and socially, all in the name of having an
internationally competitive economy. There was a
time when both the domestic and trade parts of the
economy were strong, but then governments became
enamoured with free trade ideology and made
international trade their exclusive economic policy.
Big mistake. The days of ever-expanding trade are

over, but suddenly that strong domestic economy —a
safety-net at a time of global recession–has been
severely weakened. Corporate CEOs and governments
show no sign of having figured this out, so the misery is
likely to continue. 
Unions are scarcely more attuned. Perhaps they

should base their organizing and bargaining efforts
more on work-life balance issues and demonstrate that
they at least understand the problem. 0
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The dotted lines mark the Vancouver Island Douglas Treaty area
boundaries. The Hul’qumi’num Treaty Group is in magenta and reserve
lands are the peach-shaded areas. 



Dependency is not a First Nations personality trait.
Successful First Nations dramatically prove this point.
When there are opportunities and, most importantly,

the organizational capacity to act, First Nations (FN) seize them.
Reserves may be difficult places with horrendous social
problems, but make no mistake, given the chance, many First
Nations people will move ‘home’ if there is an opportunity to be
successful. The thing most Canadians don’t know is that
reserves are unsuccessful by federal government design, not
First Nations choice.
Many Canadians are tired of being blamed for

the ‘Indian problem’. We are all casting about for
whom to blame. I’d say let’s put the blame, solely
where it belongs: everywhere. Indigenous
relations has been one of Canada’s biggest
boondoggles. We don’t know each other, we
don’t trust each other and these days it appears
that a lot of us don’t like each other. 
Mainstream is culpable because they have

bought the rhetoric of First Nations dependency. ‘Why
don’t they just fix up their reserves and stop depending on the
government?’ mainstream asks. First Nations are culpable
because they have bought the victim rhetoric. ‘Canada has
mistreated us. We need more from government,’ they say.
Dependency on reserves was an intended part of the

Canadian government’s design to disable First Nations in terms
of economic opportunities, thus alienating them from their
valuable land that was/is so desired by settlers/developers.
Dependency was not the First Nations’ response of choice but
rather a systematic requirement by the Canadian government.
It should surprise no one that it succeeded.
Dependency is the outcome of years of the state’s legal

refusal to allow First Nations to participate in decisions that
affect their lives and lands. I’m not talking about grand
sovereignty issues. I’m talking about everyday kind of local
decisions that humans in small groups like municipalities make
all the time. Those decisions were, and in many cases still are,
made in Ottawa by people who may have never stepped inside
the little community they are controlling.
Take housing for instance. Until recently—and I mean the

past 10 years or so—it was impossible for most First Nations
people on most reserves to borrow money to build a house
(something the rest of us take for granted). 
For the past hundred years, in spite of constant FNs’ appeals

otherwise, there has been one source of housing financial
assistance on reserves—government grants—distributed solely
by government decree and generally directed to the most needy.
Are we surprised then that dependent, needy people populate
reserves? There were no mechanisms for the ambitious to use
to house themselves. Housing policy has determined the face
of reserves in Canada.
It occurs to me that in terms of housing it’s not just FNs who

are dependent. Both FNs and mainstream citizens have become
dependent on the financial mechanism that was designed
(solely and utterly by the government) for each group: access to

secure and available financing for mainstream, government
grants for FNs. 
Our lending mechanisms for the mainstream population are

creating some grief these days because many people have
become too dependent on borrowing to the point that they have
buried themselves in debt. Our granting mechanisms are
creating some grief these days as well because FNs still don’t
have equal access to mainstream lending mechanisms and still
must rely on government assistance when acquiring a house. 

Housing is the best example of the persistence of
government control over FNs and the dramatic
disaster that results. First Nations are working
hard to pull themselves out of the century-old
housing system. It’s not easy. Unfortunately it
has not been a hundred years since there was a
problem. Instead, it has been a hundred years of
incessant practice of the problem, with a
piecemeal approach to a fix.
The housing solutions over the past several

decades remind me of the one of the platforms put
forward by the Hippopotamus party when politics was fun in
Canada. They were going to change the side of the road
Canadians drive on but they wanted to phase-in the change so
as to not alarm drivers all at once. Thus they proposed that
busses and trucks should go first.
Tom Flanagan and other Harper ‘thinkers’ promote

privatization as the cure-all for the on-reserve housing problem.
They are using a ‘shock doctrine’ approach—take a problem and
use it to achieve your greater and often unrelated political goals.
Many Canadians like their solution: just disband reserves—
problem solved—and unrelated political goals around the land
that is left are achieved.
I say why not listen to the solution that has been put forward

by First Nations and government for the past 70 years: give First
Nations control over their housing with all the same checks and
balances to borrowing and building as off-reserve.
‘Are you kidding?’ you ask. Take a look at Attawapiskat.

Exactly. Attawapiskat is an example of the Hippopotamus party
solution. That community has none of the same checks and
balances to borrowing and building as off-reserve. But it has
been given some of the authority.
If you want a good news on-reserve housing story, take a look

at what happens when reserve residents get the opportunity to
build a house of their choice with their own mortgage. They are
lining up across the country willing to put their money down.
They want their communities to be successful. The trouble is
that a workable system of checks and balances is not yet in place.
But then why would there be—reserves are still being designed
in Ottawa or perhaps Calgary. That’s the part we need to change.

Sylvia Olsen is an award-winning author, Canadian historian,
and mother and grandmother. She has lived most of her adult
life in Tsartlip First Nation on Vancouver Island. She works in
housing on reserves across the country. Sylvia is a PhD
candidate at UVic and is writing a history of on-reserve
housing in Canada.0
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Photo courtesy of Christina Smethurst
‘Steve’ the Giant Pacific Octopus said farewell to the Shaw Ocean Discovery Centre in Sidney, when he was
released back to the open ocean on January 27.  An octopus’ stay in the aquarium—a predator-free crab buffet—
lasts six months, just long enough for aquarists and visitors to learn from them.  The octopus also learns it
seems; Steve is renowned for his ability to open jars.  
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 Dependency & The Housing Crisis
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‘Attawapiskat
is an example of

the Hippopotamus
party solution.’


